Genetic dissection of neural circuits underlying sexually dimorphic social behaviours
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The unique hormonal, genetic and epigenetic environments of males and females during development and adulthood shape the neural circuitry of the brain. These differences in neural circuitry result in sex-typical displays of social behaviours such as mating and aggression. Like other neural circuits, those underlying sex-typical social behaviours weave through complex brain regions that control a variety of diverse behaviours. For this reason, the functional dissection of neural circuits underlying sex-typical social behaviours has proved to be difficult. However, molecularly discrete neuronal subpopulations can be identified in the heterogeneous brain regions that control sex-typical social behaviours. In addition, the actions of oestrogens and androgens produce sex differences in gene expression within these brain regions, thereby highlighting the neuronal subpopulations most likely to control sexually dimorphic social behaviours. These conditions permit the implementation of innovative genetic approaches that, in mammals, are most highly advanced in the laboratory mouse. Such approaches have greatly advanced our understanding of the functional significance of sexually dimorphic neural circuits in the brain. In this review, we discuss the neural circuitry of sex-typical social behaviours in mice while highlighting the genetic technical innovations that have advanced the field.

1. Introduction

Sexually reproducing animals exhibit sex-typical displays of social behaviours, such as mating and aggression. Such sexual dimorphisms in behaviour can be qualitative or quantitative in nature, and they arise from sexually differentiated neural circuits, which in turn are shaped by the varying hormonal, genetic and epigenetic environments of males and females during development and adulthood [1–6]. Hormones such as oestrogens and androgens exert their effects by binding to their respective membrane-bound and nuclear receptors [7–8]. Nuclear oestrogen and androgen receptors (ARs) are transcription factors that can bind to hormone-responsive DNA elements to regulate expression of target genes [6,9], and, in neurons, presumably lead to changes in neuronal connectivity and excitability and ultimately, behaviour.

Many sex differences in gene expression have been identified [10–18], and hormone-driven sex differences in gene expression highlight neuronal subpopulations within the brain areas implicated in sex-typical social behaviours that are most likely to control these behaviours. This information is useful because the neural circuits underlying these behaviours, like many neural circuits, are embedded in brain regions comprising a tangled mixture of neurons that control diverse behaviours. For example, many studies implicate the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) in social behaviours [19–26]. However, the BNST is also implicated in other behaviours such as stress responses, reward responses and salt intake [27–35]. With traditional approaches, it is not possible to prospectively identify or manipulate the relevant subpopulations within the BNST that control sex-typical social behaviours. Hormone-dependent gene expression patterns define specific pools of neurons in the BNST as well as other heterogeneous brain regions that control...
sex-typical social behaviours [10,36–40]. The use of genetic strategies to selectively study and manipulate such molecularly defined neuronal subpopulations within the BNST and elsewhere will be essential in the attempt to untangle and understand the neural circuits underlying sexually dimorphic behaviour.

This review provides an overview of our current understanding of the neural circuits underlying sexually dimorphic social behaviours while highlighting genetic approaches that continue to advance the field. Important contributions to our understanding of the neural circuitry of sex-typical social behaviours have also been made by work on other organisms, including humans (e.g. [41–53]). However, in mammals, state-of-the-art genetic tools are currently most powerfully implemented using the laboratory mouse, and therefore, this review will focus on the neural pathways underlying social interactions in rodents. We discuss the role of sensory input in the control of social behaviours, the brain regions implicated in social behaviours, the behavioural significance of molecularly defined neuronal pools within these brain areas and future directions for the study of sexually dimorphic social behaviours.

2. Sensory input driving sexually dimorphic social behaviours

Sex-typical social behaviours occur in response to sensory cues from the environment [54–62]. The predominant sensory cues that trigger these behaviours, in mice and many other animals, are pheromones detected by chemosensory neurons in two epithelia in the nose: the main olfactory epithelium (MOE) and the vomeronasal organ (VNO) [63]. Neurons in the MOE and VNO express G-protein-coupled chemosensory receptors from unrelated gene families [64] and detect volatile and contact-based pheromones, respectively [65–66]. The importance of pheromone signalling via the VNO for the control of sex-typical social behaviours has long been established by traditional lesioning studies [67]. However, implementation of genetic approaches has revealed previously unappreciated complexity of the chemosensory control of these behaviours [54–62].

The generation of genetically modified mice bearing a loss of function for specific genes has been a fundamental tool in the dissection of the neural circuits underlying sex-typical social behaviours. These techniques will continue to be a valuable resource for research as recent advances in the application of CRISPR-Cas systems for gene editing have greatly increased the speed and efficiency of generating genetic knockouts [68–70]. The use of targeted gene knockouts has made it possible to study the contributions of contact-based VNO or volatile MOE sensory input for the display of sex-typical social behaviours by genetically disabling one signalling pathway while keeping the other functionally intact. These studies conducted in many laboratories, including ours, reveal that mating and aggression behaviours require the coordinated function of both epithelia [54–61].

Targeted deletion of Trpc2, a cation channel expressed in the VNO but not MOE, results in mice with a functionally disabled VNO ([58,60], but see [71,72]). Male Trpc2 knockout mice exhibit male-typical mounting and copulatory behaviours towards not only females but also other males, and male-typical aggressive attacks are abrogated in these mice [58,60]. These findings suggest that contact-based male pheromones detected by the VNO normally inhibit mating and trigger aggression towards other males. Interestingly, female Trpc2 knockout mice also display high levels of male-typical mounting behaviour towards mice of either sex [57], suggesting that the neural circuit for male-typical mating behaviour is present in both sexes but is normally inhibited by sensory input from the VNO. The presence of a shared male-type mating circuitry in both sexes is consistent with prior classical endocrinological studies showing that adult females treated with testosterone will display male-typical mating behaviour [73]. Therefore, circulating testosterone can override the contact pheromone-based VNO-mediated sensory inhibition of male-typical mating behaviours. The importance of the detection of volatile pheromones by the MOE has been uncovered using mice with a targeted deletion of Cnga2, a cation channel expressed in the MOE but not VNO, leading to disabled MOE signalling. Male Cnga2 knockout mice exhibit a profound reduction in male-typical mounting and copulatory behaviours as well as male-typical aggressive attacks [59,61,74]. Thus, both male-typical mating and aggression behaviours require sensory input from the MOE. Studies using these mutants also demonstrate that the VNO and MOE are required for female-typical displays of sexually dimorphic social behaviours, such as sexual receptivity and maternal aggression [54].

Taken together, these genetic studies suggest a model in which sex differences in neural circuits underlying sexually dimorphic social interactions regulate the display of these behaviours such that contact-based VNO sensory input decreases and testosterone increases the probability of displaying male-typical mating, whereas both contact-based VNO and volatile MOE sensory input increase the probability of displaying male-typical aggression. Therefore, it appears that male-typical mating behaviours are normally inhibited in adult females by a functional VNO and the absence of high, male-typical levels of testosterone. Female mice rarely attack males unless nursing, and there appears to be no qualitative sex difference in the expression of the chemoreceptors [65]. Therefore, the lack of male-typical aggression in females is most likely regulated by a sexual dimorphism downstream of chemosensory input in the underlying neural circuit.

3. Neural circuits underlying sexually dimorphic social behaviours

(a) Overview of brain regions implicated in sexually dimorphic social behaviours

The sensory inputs of the VNO and MOE maintain their anatomic segregation with central projections to the accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) and the main olfactory bulb (MOB), respectively [63,66]. AOB projection neurons send axons to the medial amygdala (MeA) as well as the posteromedial cortical amygdala [75–77]. By contrast, MOB projection neurons send axons to several cortical regions, including the postero-lateral cortical amygdala [76,78–80]. As discussed above, both the VNO and MOE regulate sex-typical social behaviours, indicating an interaction between or convergence of these two chemosensory circuits. Circuit mapping reveals a convergence of the connections of the projection targets of the AOB and MOB in the BNST and several hypothalamic
nuclei [81–85]. In addition, some, but not all, studies report MOB projections directly to the MeA, thereby providing another site of convergence of the VNO and MOE pathways [78,80,83,86]. Neurons in the MeA, in turn, project to targets including the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH), the BNST and the medial preoptic area (mPOA). These regions are interconnected, and decades of lesion or stimulation studies of these regions have revealed their importance in the control of mating and aggression behaviours in both sexes [26–27,87–98]. How molecularly defined neurons within these brain regions interact to produce sex-typical behaviours, and whether these interconnected pathways comprise a single neural circuit or a set of separate neural circuits that control one or a few sexually dimorphic social behaviours but not other behaviours regulated by that entire brain region. Thus, the control of complex social behaviours appears to be modularly organized at the level of molecularly defined neurons. Another general principle emerging from these studies is that these neurons are functionally bivalent in the sense that they control distinct behaviours in both sexes. Such sexually dimorphic function is likely to be regulated by sex differences in gene expression or connectivity. Indeed, both the MeA and VMH express genes in a sexually dimorphic manner (e.g. [10,36,37]), and a recent study showed that VMH neurons regulating social behaviours project in a sex-typical manner [37].

**Figure 1.** Brain regions implicated in sexually dimorphic social behaviours. A shared set of brain regions has been implicated in the control of sexually dimorphic social behaviours in females and males, raising the issue of how neurons in these areas control distinct behaviours in the two sexes. A related issue is that the molecular identity of neurons in these functionally and molecularly heterogeneous brain regions is largely unknown. Recent molecular genetic studies have now identified discrete subsets of neurons, representing 10–20% of neurons in these regions, that control one or a few sexually dimorphic social behaviours but not other behaviours regulated by that entire brain region. Thus, the control of complex social behaviours appears to be modularly organized at the level of molecularly defined neurons. Another general principle emerging from these studies is that these neurons are functionally bivalent in the sense that they control distinct behaviours in both sexes. Such sexually dimorphic function is likely to be regulated by sex differences in gene expression or connectivity. Indeed, both the MeA and VMH express genes in a sexually dimorphic manner (e.g. [10,36,37]), and a recent study showed that VMH neurons regulating social behaviours project in a sex-typical manner [37].

**(b) Sex differences in gene expression**

The MeA, VMH, BNST and mPOA exhibit sex differences such that the number of neurons or innervation within these regions are different in males and females [10,36–37,40,99–101], and with few exceptions, subsets of adult neurons within these regions express one or more sex hormone receptors [10,36–37,40,102–104]. As discussed above, these receptors can regulate gene expression, and many hormone-dependent sex differences in gene expression have been identified, including in the sex hormone receptors themselves and the enzyme aromatase that converts testosterone into 17β-oestradiol [10–18,36–37,40]. For example, we have used genetic strategies to visualize the expression pattern of aromatase in the brain and discovered that it is expressed in a few discrete areas, including the posteroventral MeA (MeApd) and the postero medial part of medial division of the BNST (BNSTmpm). Aromatase-expressing neurons in the MeApd and BNSTmpm exhibit sex differences in cell number, and this sexual dimorphism is masculinized by neonatal oestrogen exposure [36]. Notably, this masculinization of the number of aromatase-expressing neurons is accompanied by a masculinization of aggression behaviour in females even in the absence of adult supplementation of testosterone.

Numerous, novel sex differences in gene expression patterns within the MeA, mPOA, VMH and BNST have been identified [10]. Using genome-wide expression profiling in conjunction with in situ hybridization, we discovered that the regulation of sexually dimorphic gene expression patterns is complex as many individual genes are upregulated in different brain regions in the two sexes [10]. Consistent with this complexity, we showed that in males many, but not all, of the sex differences in gene expression are dependent upon adult testosterone. However, in females, the sex differences in gene expression are mostly independent of adult ovarian hormones, suggesting a developmental pre-patterning of the dimorphic transcriptional programme in females. Moreover, we demonstrated that these sexually dimorphic genes play important, modular roles in sexually dimorphic social behaviours. Mice singly homoygous null for these genes exhibit specific deficits in one or more components of male or female mating behaviour (Brs3, SryI4 and Cckar), male-typical aggression (Brs3) or maternal care (Irs4), while other sex-typical behaviours remain unaffected. Each of these dimorphic genes is expressed in specific neurons within the MeA, VMH or other areas, implicating one or more neuronal pools in distinct components of sex-typical social behaviours. These findings indicate that sex-typical social behaviours are modular in that specific components of behaviour (such as male-typical aggressive attacks and male-typical marking behaviour) are controlled by distinct sets of genes. For example, Cckar, a G-protein-coupled receptor for the neuropeptide cholecystokinin, is expressed in a subset of neurons within the VMH, and Cckar is required for female sexual receptivity but not for maternal behaviours and the oestrous cycle [10]. Thus, unlike castrates or animals mutant for sex hormone receptors that exhibit global deficits in sex-typical behaviours, mice mutant for genes that are downstream of sex hormone signalling exhibit phenotypes restricted to specific components.
of sexually dimorphic behaviours. These findings suggest a model in which the components of individual dimorphic behaviours are controlled in a modular manner by genetically separable pathways comprising sexually dimorphic molecularly defined neuronal subpopulations.

(c) Genetic dissection of molecularly defined neuronal populations underlying sexually dimorphic behaviours

The utilization of conditional genetic approaches such as the Cre-lox system to study molecularly defined sexually dimorphic neuronal subpopulations has greatly advanced our understanding of the neural circuits underlying sex-typical social behaviours. The MeA, VMH, BNST and mPOA each contains a complex mixture of molecularly discrete populations of neurons intermingled with each other [10,36–37,40, 105–106]. Therefore, the neural pathways underlying sex-typical social behaviours are embedded within an assortment of neural circuits involved in many unrelated behaviours. The use of conditional genetic approaches is necessary to study the neurons relevant for social behaviours in isolation from their functionally distinct neighbours [107–109]. The use of mice genetically modified to express Cre in molecularly defined neuronal subpopulations of neurons in conjunction with virally encoded Cre-dependent transgenes has permitted projection-mapping as well as functional characterization of these neurons. The viruses used in such studies are stereotactically delivered to the region of interest where they indiscriminately infect all neurons, but the virally encoded transgene is expressed only in neurons that express Cre.

We recently used this genetic approach to study the role of the MeA in sex-typical social behaviours [38]. The MeA is a large complex that controls many diverse behaviours, including dimorphic patterns of mating and aggression, social memory, stress, anxiety and defensive response to predators [38,110–113]. The functional diversity of the MeA is reflected in its molecular heterogeneity and the diversity of its projections [10,105,114–116]. It is not clear how the MeA integrates sensory and physiological cues to regulate such an array of diverse behaviours. We have discovered a sexually dimorphic subpopulation of neurons in the MeApd that expresses the enzyme aromatase such that there are more aromatase-expressing neurons in males compared with females [36]. Aromatase itself is required for the normal display of male-typical mating and aggression behaviours [117–120]. To study the functional significance of the aromatase-expressing neuronal subpopulation within the MeApd, we specifically ablated these neurons in adult mice [38], using a virally encoded Cre-dependent designer executer caspase-3 [37,121]. These studies were done in genetically modified mice that were generated in order to express Cre in aromatase-expressing cells (aroCre) mice. Targeted delivery of the virally encoded caspase-3 to the MeA specifically induced apoptosis of aromatase-expressing MeApd neurons in aroCre but not control wild-type mice. Importantly, this caspase-3-induced apoptosis is restricted to Cre-expressing neurons and spares neighbouring neurons that do not express aromatase (Cre) [37–38,121]. Ablation of these neurons in males significantly reduced specific components of male-typical aggression while male-typical mating behaviours were unaffected, whereas ablation of these neurons in females significantly reduced specific components of maternal aggression while maternal care and female-typical mating behaviours were unaffected. Furthermore, using this approach to exclusively express DREADD/Gi, an engineered inhibitory G-protein-coupled receptor activated by a heterologous ligand [122], in aromatase-expressing MeApd neurons, we found that pharmacogenetic inhibition of aromatase-expressing MeApd neurons recapitulated these behavioural deficits in both sexes. The sensory, hormonal and contextual requirements for male-typical and maternal aggression are very different [123–125]. Therefore, aromatase-expressing MeApd neurons appear to be functionally bivalent in that they control distinct forms of aggression in each sex. In addition, our findings demonstrate that it is possible to dissociate specific components of a complex social display such as aggression without altering other features of social interactions. Indeed, our manipulations show that it is possible to dissociate maternal care of pups from maternal defence of pups from intruders. The entire MeA is critical for aggression as well as mating behaviours in both sexes [105–106,126–129], and a recent study described the important contributions of GABAergic MeApd neurons to both male-typical mating and aggression behaviours [113]. Importantly, aromatase-expressing neurons are a subset of the population of GABAergic neurons within the MeApd [38]. Therefore, by studying a small molecularly defined subpopulation of neurons expressing a gene (aromatase) functionally important for social behaviours, we have identified a subset of neurons within the MeApd that specifically regulate intermale and maternal aggression.

For almost a century, experiments have implicated the VMH or adjacent hypothalamic regions in modulating aggression behaviour in diverse species [93,130–131]. Only recently has the ventrolateral VMH (VMHvl) been implicated as a key aggression-eliciting centre in the male mouse [94]. In vivo recordings in freely moving male mice reveal an increase in VMHvl activity during male-typical aggression, and optogenetic stimulation of VMHvl neurons elicits indiscriminate aggressive attacks towards both males and females. The VMH is molecularly heterogeneous and regulates both female sexual receptivity and male-typical aggression behaviours as well as defensive reactions to predators and energy balance in diverse animals, including humans [89,93–97,130,132–146]. Lesions and other manipulations that do not target molecularly defined neurons within the VMH can yield conflicting behavioural phenotypes [96–97,135,137], perhaps owing to non-targeted manipulation of these heterogeneous neurons or destruction of fibres of passage within this region. Indeed, response profiles of the neural activity of VMHvl neurons are complex and heterogeneous, with some subpopulations responding maximally during male-typical aggression behaviour and others responding maximally during other behaviours [147]. To identify the VMH neurons that specifically regulate sex-typical social behaviours, we used the genetic strategy discussed above to ablate progesterone receptor (PR)-expressing neurons in the VMHvl of adult mice that we genetically modified to express Cre in PR-expressing cells [37]. PR-expressing VMHvl neurons are a subset of neurons within the VMHvl, which itself represents a subset of neurons within the VMH. PR expression is sexually dimorphic such that there are more PR-expressing VMHvl neurons in females than males. We discovered that ablation of these PR-expressing neurons in the adult female VMHvl causes a profound reduction in sexual receptivity, and ablation of the
corresponding neurons in males causes a significant reduction in both male-typical mating and aggression behaviour. Thus, these PR-expressing VMHvl neurons, like aromatase-expressing MeApd neurons, are functionally bivalent in that they regulate distinct dimorphic behaviours in the two sexes (i.e. sexual receptivity in females and male-typical mating and aggression in males).

These studies in the MeA and VMH therefore suggest a principle whereby a common pool of molecularly defined neurons is present in both sexes, but sex differences in gene expression or the neural circuitry within which these neurons are embedded enable these pathways to transform sensory input into sexually dimorphic behaviours [6]. In both instances, characterization of neurons expressing a functionally important gene (aromatase, PR) reveals that these neurons regulate specific aspects of sexually dimorphic behaviour, whereas the genes themselves are expressed in multiple brain regions and regulate multiple aspects of these behaviours. Moreover, PR-expressing neurons in the VMHvl also express Cckar in a sexually dimorphic manner [10] such that there is little Cckar expression in males in this region, and its expression peaks in females during oestrus, a period of maximal sexual receptivity. As discussed earlier, females null for Cckar have a significant and specific reduction in sexual receptivity. Strikingly, ablation of PR- and Cckar-expressing VMHvl neurons leads to a correspondingly profound and specific diminution in sexual receptivity [37]. We therefore anticipate that other genes whose expression is regulated by sex hormone signalling (e.g. [10]) will similarly highlight neuronal subsets that also regulate sexually dimorphic behaviour in a modular manner.

How PR-expressing VMHvl neurons influence both male-typical mating and aggression behaviour is unclear. In one scenario, the same neurons mediate both male-typical mating and aggression behaviour via distinct patterns of neural activity. A recent study provides support for this scenario [148]. The vast majority of PR-expressing neurons in the VMHvl also express oestrogen receptor alpha (ERα or Esr1) [37]. Optogenetic stimulation of ERα-expressing VMHvl neurons elicits male-typical aggressive attacks in male mice [148]. Surprisingly, weaker optogenetic stimulation of these neurons elicits male-typical mating behaviour, rather than aggression, towards both females and males. These findings suggest that changes in neural activity in the VMHvl resulting in an increase in the number of active neurons or the average level of activity per neuron promotes a transition from male-typical mating to aggression behaviour. Alternatively, the subpopulation of ERα-expressing neurons in the VMHvl could consist of at least two molecularly distinct neuronal subsets, with one regulating male-typical mating and the other aggression. It is possible that different intensities of optogenetic stimulation preferentially recruit one or the other population to drive mating or aggression. Future studies manipulating the activity of the specific projections of molecularly defined neuronal subsets to identified target regions will greatly inform our understanding of the functional connectivity of the neural circuitry underlying sex-typical social behaviours.

4. Future directions of the study of sexually dimorphic social behaviours

A more mechanistic understanding of the neural circuits underlying sex-typical social behaviours will require a comprehensive inter-disciplinary effort using innovative genetic strategies to map the anterograde and retrograde connectivity of molecularly defined subpopulations of neurons, followed by the optogenetic manipulation of specific projection targets and recording of the activity patterns in vivo of those same molecularly defined subpopulations during sex-typical social behaviours. Such anatomic circuit mapping endeavours will rely on recent advances in optogenetics as well as virally encoded trans-synaptic tracers [149–153] to facilitate the characterization of the neural connectivity of genetically defined pools of neurons. In addition to anatomic and optogenetic circuit mapping, it will be critical to use recording or imaging approaches to define activity patterns in molecularly defined neuronal populations. Recent advances in genetically encoded calcium sensors [154–155] in conjunction with advances in in vivo imaging via fibre optic cables or microscopy [156–159] will enable the recording of neural activity of genetically defined subsets of neurons during the display of sex-typical social behaviours. Such studies will provide insights into the information processed by molecularly defined neuronal pools at different levels in the neural circuits underlying sex-typical social behaviours.

In addition to an anatomic and functional delineation of neural circuits underlying sex-typical social behaviours, it will be important to understand the role of sexually dimorphic gene expression patterns in these behaviours. The use of conditional gene knockouts will address issues relating to the role of the gene in the development and function of the neural circuit, and it will also serve to localize gene action to specific neuronal populations that regulate the behaviour. For example, we and others have studied the functional role of the AR in the brain in male-typical social behaviours [39,160]. Constitutive, systemic deletion of AR leads to feminized external physical characteristics and demasculinized behaviours (tfm mice). However, these tfm males undergo testicular atrophy shortly after the critical period, leaving open the question of whether testosterone signalling via AR is required perinatally to masculinize the brain in an organizational manner. Alternatively, early masculinization of the brain may be solely regulated by oestrogens that are synthesized locally via aromatization of circulating testosterone. Targeted deletion of AR in the nervous system has shed light on this important question. Male mice in which AR is deleted in neural precursors but unaltered in other cells before the organizational critical period are externally masculinized and have physiological levels of circulating testosterone. Moreover, these mutant males exhibit qualitatively male-typical displays of social behaviours with a significant, quantitative reduction in various aspects of reproductive and territorial behaviours [39]. Taken together with classic endocrinological and other genetic studies, the results from a nervous system-restricted deletion of AR shows that a functional AR is not required to masculinize the brain during the organizational period, but it is required for the normal intensity of male-typical social behaviours in adult life. In future studies, it will be important to use intersectional genetic strategies, with mice expressing Cre in specific neurons or targeted delivery of virally encoded Cre, to further localize the requirement of AR in specific neuronal subsets for the normal intensity of male-typical behavioural displays. The spatial and temporal disruption of other sexually dimorphically expressed genes will similarly
provide important insights into the molecular control of neural circuits underlying these social behaviours.

5. Conclusion

Outstanding progress has been made in our understanding of how the brain generates sexually dimorphic behaviours, and the application of the innovative genetic strategies discussed in this review will provide important new mechanistic insights into the molecular and neural control of sex-typical behaviours. The modular or specialized function of discrete molecularly defined neuronal populations uncovered by recent studies is a common theme emerging from the genetic studies of sex-typical social interactions in mice [6]. It will be important to test whether other complex behaviours are regulated in a similarly modular manner at the level of genes and neurons.

Healthy social interactions are an essential component of well-being and personal and professional success, and deficits in social interactions contribute to the emotional and financial burden of many neurological and psychiatric disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease and autism spectrum disorders. Furthermore, many neuro-psychiatric disorders exhibit sex differences in incidence, prevalence or disease outcome [161–165]. The reasons underlying these sex differences are poorly understood. We anticipate that insights from studies in mice using state-of-the-art genetic tools will reveal how sex differences in the brain translate into sexual dimorphisms in social behaviour in health and also render the brain differentially susceptible to disease between men and women.
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